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Winter Carnival holds many events on campus
Allegra Taylor
News Editor

______________________________________

The annual Winter Carnival
was held this past week and weekend, with events occurring across
campus. On Tuesday, Jan. 29, the
carnival was kicked off with a pingpong tournament in the Warch
Campus Center.
Wednesday saw both the
Men’s and Women’s Basketball
Teams playing games. On Thursday
students could participate in
Grocery Bag Bingo for the chance
to win food as prizes. On Friday,
many events were held including
a Men’s Hockey game, a Lawrence
Symphony Orchestra Concert and
a screening of the movie “Happy
Feet.”
The Carnival came to a head
on Saturday with the Broomball
tournament on the Ormsby Lake, a
gingerbread house-building competition in Warch, the Games with
Gaming House event in Warch and
finally the annual President’s Ball on
Saturday night.
On Sunday, Lawrentians could
choose to volunteer with the Center
for Career, Life, and Community
Engagement for its Winter Day of
Service.
The Carnival was a success
despite the shut-down of campus
for much of the week due to the
polar vortex.

President’s Ball entertains
Lawrentians during freeze

Molly Ruffing

The music for the Ball is the same from year-to-year, a brass band that specializes in swing and Big Band music.
Photo by David Baldwin.

Staff Writer
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To conclude the Winter
Carnival celebration, the annual President’s Ball was held on
Saturday, Feb. 2. The dance was
held in the Somerset Room of

Warch Campus Center. The formal
event began at 9 p.m. and finished
at midnight.
The Somerset Room was
adorned with many sets of lights
and different decorations, transforming the large space into a ballroom. The Pusey Room was used

as a coat room to accommodate the
winter gear and add to the formal
event.
Students, as well as President
Mark Burstein, flooded the Somerset
Room to dance to the live music
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On Saturday, students competed in a gingerbread house-making competition in the
Warch Campus Center.
Photos by Hannah Burgess.
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President’s Ball

continued from page 1

provided by Big Band Reunion. Not
only was the music a draw for people, but the chocolate fondue also
attracted many people—more to
the hors d’oeuvres table than to the
dance floor.
Students also had the opportunity to pose with props with
their friends in the photo booth.
People could be seen snapping pictures throughout the third level of
Warch, as they were eager to capture the winter fun in their classy
outfits.
Although the formal attire
contributed to the atmosphere of
the event, it proved nearly dangerous for some people in their trek
to Warch. With the recent frigid
and damp weather, the cement
and bricks outside of Warch were
exceptionally slippery.
Many students could be

seen slipping and sliding on the
ice, despite Campus Safety’s best
efforts to salt the paths. As one officer explained to students, salt had
already been applied twice before
the event even started, but the ice
froze over nonetheless. Campus
Safety could be seen ushering students home, trying to minimize the
number of students who would fall
victim to the ice.
In addition to the many students who enjoyed the ball, the
dance was also attended by
President Mark Burstein and his
husband.
The Winter Carnival and
President’s Ball annual traditions are
provided to students with the hope
of bringing some joy into the often
long and dreary Winter Term. Falling
at the end of Fifth Week, the celebration certainly seemed to lighten
spirits—especially after the dangerous weather earlier in the week.

Photo Feature: Snow Days
Photos by Caroline Garrow

World
Russia
One day after the U.S. declared
it would pull out the agreement,
Russia has announced it is suspending in the Intermediate
Range Nuclear Forces treaty.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin announced this move
last Saturday. Following the
decision by the U.S. to suspend
compliance with the INF treaty,
Putin held a special meeting
with Foreign Minister Sergey
Lavrov and Defense Minister
Sergei Shoigu. According to
the Kremlin’s official website,
“We will proceed as follows.
We will have a tit-for-tat
response. American partners
have announced that they are
suspending their participation
in the treaty, so we are suspending ours as well,” said Putin.
“They announced that they are
engaged in research & technological development work, and
we will do the same.” (CNN)

News

Compiled by Wenshu Wang

United Arab Emirates
Pope Francis has arrived in the
United Arab Emirates for the first
ever visit by a pope to the Arabian
Peninsula. He landed in Abu Dhabi,
and he was greeted by Crown
Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin
Zayed al-Nahyan. The Pope took
part in an interfaith conference
and held Mass in which 120,000
people were expected to attend.
He expressed concern about
the war in Yemen, in which the
UAE is involved. “The population
[in Yemen] is exhausted by the
lengthy conflict and a great many
children are suffering from hunger,
but cannot access food depots,” the
Pope said. (BBC)

Afghanistan
Omar Daudzai, the head of the
High Peace Council of Afghanistan,
told CNN on last Fri that a rapid
U.S. troop withdrawal would
increase violence in his country.
“If it happened in a matter that’s
not orderly...if it happens that it
leaves a vacuum behind, then obviously bloodshed would increase,”
Daudzai said. U.S. officials and
Taliban negotiators finished a series
of talks in Doha to discuss plans
of ending the U.S.’s 17-year role in
Afghanistan. The U.S. Embassy in
Afghanistan, Zalmay Khalilzad sent
tweets, “We made significant progress on two vital issues: counter terrorism and troop withdrawal. That
doesn’t mean we’re done. We’re
not even finished with these issues
yet, and there is still work to be
done on other vital issues like intraAfghan dialogue and a complete
ceasefire.” (CNN)

Venezuela
Hundreds of thousands of
Venezuelans are protesting in cities
worldwide last Saturday to pressure President Nicolás Maduro,
out of office. Venezuelans filled
the streets in more than 70 cities around the world, including
Caracas, Miami, Madrid, Milan,
Frankfurt, Melbourne, Athens and
Beirut. Maduro succeeded Chávez
after his death in 2013, and was
sworn in on Jan. 10 for a second
six-year term following an election
that was criticized internationally as
illegitimate. Opposition leader Juan
Guaidó announced that humanitarian assistance would begin to flow
within the next few days, despite
objections by Maduro. (NBC)

United Kingdom
Japanese car producer Nissan
will not make their new model
in the British city of Sunderland,
citing uncertainty of a no-deal
U.K. departure from the EU.
“Nissan has to make optimal
use of its global investments
for the benefits of its customers,” Executive Vice President
Hideyuki Sakamoto said in a
statement last Sunday. The UK
is set to leave the EU at the end
of March, but many are warning
that the country will need more
time to negotiate the Brexit
to avoid fallout from a sudden
departure. “While we have taken
this decision for business reasons, the continued uncertainty
around the U.K.’s future relationship with the EU is not helping
companies like ours to plan for
the future,” Nissan company
said. (The Washington Times)
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MuchLove,LittleLady
By Celeste Reyes

Fly on the Wall
“[Redacted]”
By Tia Colbert
Error.
This letter has been seized
by the New London division of
Interpol.
The person trying to contact
you has violated Section 8.12.D27 of
the New London Communications
Act of 3005:
Mention of the “Queen” in correspondence should always refer to
the current ruling crown.
If any persons outside of the
United Republic of Nations, formerly known as the United Kingdom,
make any effort to speak of past
ruling crowns, their documents will
be seized immediately, and they will
be put under investigation.
Do not attempt to respond to
this letter. Response is prohibited.
If you respond to this letter, you
are acting in violation of Section
8.12.E14 of the New London
Communications Act of 3005:

Any persons responding to a
suspect of a Communications violation will be automatically implicated
in the conspiracy as an accomplice.
These persons will be extradited to the United Republic of
Nations, and will undergo immediate questioning.
Any attempt to bypass contact through letter by entering the
country during the investigation
will result in automatic detention
for the continued duration of the
investigation. Your personal identification number, place of work and
last known address has been ascertained through assistance from the
accused. This information has been
recorded and will be used against
you in any attempts to undermine
this investigation.
The
suspected
persons
attempting to contact you
with information violating the

Communications Act of 3005 will
be dealt with accordingly, and to
the letter of the law. You need not
worry about these persons, nor
their wellbeing. Though the act is
criminal, the law is benevolent, and
we only seek answers. Until this
investigation is rectified, the suspected persons will not be allowed
any written correspondence.
We thank you for your cooperation, and hope that you consider
visiting one day!
Long live the Queen.
All the best,
New London Interpol

Vegetable Day
By Allie

The Idiot’s Idioms

Horoscopes

By Claire Zimmerman

The signs as Berries
By Simone Levy
Aries (March 21 - April 19) — goji berries: holistic medicine is fake.
Taurus (April 20 - May 20) — cranberries: do you have to let it linger?
Gemini (May 21 - June 20) — gooseberries: wannabe grape.
Cancer (June 21 - July 22) — lingonberries: you grocery shop at IKEA.
Leo (July 23 - August 22) — blackberries: only good when smashed into a
jam.
Virgo (August 23 - September 22) — strawberries: absolutely stunning.
Libra (September 23 - October 22) — acai berries: Brookstone
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21) — chokeberries: you thrive in wet
woods and swamps.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21) — mulberries: you are very resistant to ringworm.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19) — elderberries: sometimes you’re constipated, and that’s okay.
Aquarius (January 20 - February 18) — black currants: time for your daily
Kir Royale.
Pisces (February 19 - March 20) — persimmons: can’t even believe this is a
berry.

SPORTS
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Lawrence comes up short against Ripon College
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The men’s basketball team
played one of Lawrence’s biggest
rivals last Saturday, Ripon College.
Though the Vikings won the second half, Ripon got the better of
them in the first half, which in
the end cost the Vikings the game.
Looking at the final score, the
Vikings only trailed Ripon by eleven points, the final score being 84
to 73. These two teams seemed to
match up pretty well against each
other; it could have been anyone’s
game. Had a few things gone differently, a couple more shots gone in,
or a few less from the opponent’s
end, maybe Lawrence would have
walked away with a big win.
To get the inside scoop on the
game, I interviewed a senior on
the men’s basketball team, George
Mavrakis. I asked Mavrakis where
his motivation came from in the
second half. He said, “We fought
really hard in the second half. It’s
too bad, if we only had like five
more minutes we could have ran
away with it. It really makes you
appreciate the movies like Hoosier,
and Coach Carter. It’s a lot harder
to make comebacks than it looks.”
The team atmosphere internally
shifted. They realized had made a
few too many mistakes in the first
half and that if they were going
to have a chance at winning this

game, they had to give it all they got
right from the start of the second
half. Starting the second half down
43-26, this task was going to be a
difficult one.
Even though they did not end
up winning, it is truly remarkable
to see a team with high spirits and
motivations. It would have been
easy to give up and get slaughtered by Ripon, given that they
were already trailing by seventeen
points, but they pushed themselves
and each other till the final shot.
The real challenge now is going
to be starting their games strong,
with motivation and spirit.
I asked Mavrakis what he
thinks his team needs to change
in order to become more prepared
to start the game. Does he think
they need to change their routine
before games, or does he think
the team always comes out as prepared as can be? What does his
routine look like on game day?
Mavrakis responded, “My pregame
routine starts in the morning by
feeding my fish. They get fed extra
on game-day because everyone’s
gotta be locked in. After that I blast
EDM music in the car on the way to
the gym. All my teammates think
I listen to the Chainsmokers, but
I mostly play Blink 182 remixes.
That really gets me going. Then
before I walk into the gym, I have
to throw on my favorite pair of
shades. I’d say that’s the most
superstitious part of my routine.

It also helps protect my retinas.”
You have to do whatever it takes
to get in the right mindset. With
happiness tending to be infectious,
it would make sense that him feeding his fish and playing his favorite
music would make him ready for
the game.
On a different note, Mavrakis
had a really good game in terms of
his rebounds, having gotten seven
rebounds during the duration of
the game. I asked Mavrakis why
he thought he was so successful
in this area ? He replied, “People
always ask me how I get so many
rebounds. I’ll be honest. I give the
majority of the credit to my teammates because they do all the work
boxing out. I just let the bigs toss
each other around down there and
then at the last second, I go snatch
the ball. It’s not really a technique,
more of a mind set. Same reason ‘the second mouse gets the
cheese.’”
Another admirable trait that
Mavrakis possesses is his sense of
modesty. It’s easy to point out the
player who scored the most points
and call them the “play maker,” but
really it is the behind the scenes
work, the pep talks during half
time that no one else besides the
players get to hear, and the right
mind set, that lead a team to success. It takes multiple passes in
order to make a basket, because
you have to get open, and wait
for the right moment to take your

shot. One could not have scored
if someone did not steal the ball
back, or had gotten that foul, or
did a slick move to get around the
defender to get the ball to you in
the first place. Everything is reliant
upon teamwork, and if a team does
not realize that, then they cannot
function together and will not be
able to move forward and become
successful.
I asked Mavrakis: What is one
thing you personally would want
to change and improve upon the
next time you play Ripon and one
thing you would want your team
to improve on as a whole? What
would you say to the freshmen
who still have four years left, while
your time is almost up? He said,
“There’s a young core here with so
much talent. Going forward they
have a lot of potential, but guys
are gonna to need to step up and
become more vocal leaders. I feel
like we have already made a lot of
progress in the last year developing a great culture. It’s tough, when
you’re a senior and down to some
of your last games, it really hits
you hard. You have to cherish all
the moments you get to compete.
I talk about that with our other
senior, Owen Mitchel all the time.
People call us the spaghetti brothers, originally because Owen used
to have long hair that looked like
spaghetti. We are excited to share
the floor on senior night, and give
it everything we have left.”

Noticing how Mavrakis’s basketball era is coming to a close I
asked him why he started playing basketball in the first place
and why does he still continues
to play it today? Mavrakis said,
“When I was a kid I didn’t really
like Basketball, but as I got older I
realized...I like running, I like jumping, and I’m pretty tall. So one day
I was like “Hey mom! Can—can
you sign me up for basketball? I
WANNA TRY IT AGAIN!” Here we
are 10 years later....”
The final questions I asked
him were: As a senior, can you picture yourself without playing basketball? Will you still continue to
play for fun? He said, “I see myself
being like the Vin Diesel of YMCA
basketball. Like, they should have
stopped making the Fast & Furious
sequels years ago, but they just
kept coming out with new ones.
That’s how I want to be, the old
guy who shows up every Thursday
night ready to drop buckets. As
long as I can lace them up, I’m
going to be playing basketball.”
Coming from a guy who at first had
no interest in playing basketball, it
shows that with that determination and that spark of love for the
game you can achieve things you
never imagined you could.
Lawrence hosts their last
home game on Saturday, Feb. 9 at
1:00 p.m.

Vikings eliminated from post season

Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

______________________________________

As the weekend passed
with Winter Carnival activities, Lawrence University’s men’s
hockey team split a set of games
between home and away with
Marian University in the Battle of
Highway 41. This rivalry stems
from the distance between the two
universities, as they are only 45
minutes away from each other on
Highway 41. The Battle of Highway
41 is a two-game series and whoever wins gains ownership of
the traveling trophy for the year.
Lawrence has not held the trophy
since 2017.
“We won it in 2017 in front
of our home fans and it was an
awesome feeling,” senior Josh
Koepplinger stated. “There’s nothing better than coming to the rink
every day and seeing it in its rightful place.” The team was not able
to take home the trophy this year,
but the effort that they put into
the games this past weekend was
strong and resilient.
Friday night might have been
our grittiest effort all year long,”
said Koepplinger. “We continued to
battle and stick to our game plan for
the whole game.” The Vikings took
Marian into overtime and finished
the game tied at 3-3. The Vikings
started off ahead in the game on
a powerplay. Junior Jake Drinkard
scored with 4:14 remaining in the
first period, but early in the second
period Marian tied the game up.
Marian scored again with a powerplay in the latter half of second
period, carrying their lead into the
third period. Early in the third period, first year Vincent Dekumbis
was able to score on the powerplay, tying up the game once again.
Shortly after that Marian pulled
ahead 3-2. With 39 seconds left in
the game, the Vikings pulled junior
Evan Cline from the goal to give
the Vikings a two-player advantage
since Marian had taken a penalty.
Koepplinger was able to tie up the
game again in the last 20 seconds
to bring the Vikings into overtime

against Marian. Unfortunately, the
Vikings faced the same issues that
they had in previous games where
the puck would not bounce their
way, which allowed the game to
finish tied at 3-3.
The game on Saturday did not
reap as much success as Friday’s
game. The Vikings were shut out by
Marian, 4-0. “We tried to limit their
chances offensively on their big ice,
and I thought we did that well,”
commented Koepplinger. “We
couldn’t generate enough quality
chances around their net to win
and that is why we couldn’t find the
scoresheet.” The Vikings had five
more shots on goal than the previous night, getting up to 25 shots
on goal, but were unable to capitalize on these chances due to the
fact that the puck still would not
bounce the Vikings’ way. Although
this weekend was an opportunity to get a trophy that shows
the team’s success and victories,
which is important to the team, the
points from the games are what
the Vikings really needed from the
weekend in order to be in contention for a berth in the playoffs.
After Friday, the Vikings were
still in contention for a spot in the
playoffs, but in order to keep the
berth they would need to win their
last three games while Finlandia
University would need to lose their
last three games. After the loss of
Saturday night’s game, the Vikings
were eliminated from the postseason, but they still have the opportunity to impact other teams’ positions in the offseason with the last
two games of the season.
The Vikings have two home
games this weekend. It will not be
an easy weekend, but the Vikings
will still give it their all. The first
game will be on Friday against
Northland College. “Northland
is a hardworking, opportunistic
team that looks to take advantage
of mistakes, so we need to limit
them on Friday,” said Koepplinger.
Saturday night will be their last
game of the season as well as the

Intense focus is seen on Coach Szkozinski’s face as he makes a plan for what to do with their overtime opportunity.
Photo by Caroline Garrow.

See page 12

Sophomore forward Danny Toycen out skating his opponent this past weekend.
Photo by Caroline Garrow.
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Athlete of the week: Kenya Earl
Madeline MacLean
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Sophomore Kenya Earl is an
absolute superstar. Number 34 on
the court, a forward from Iowa
City, Iowa has been dazzling the
Lawrence community from the
first day she set foot on the court.
Earl is a lot like everyone else you
know, loving naps and Netflix in
her down time, but the difference
lies in her basketball skillset. Earl
has received Midwest Conference
Player of the Week, Viking of the
Week and many more admirable
awards voted on by the community.
Kenya Earl averages 17.4 points
per game, 8.6 rebounds per game,
has a 36 three-point percentage
and is shooting 82.6 percent from
the line. While the women’s basketball season has not been what
the team was shooting for, Earl has
nothing but positive things to say
about her team and her basketball
experience.
Last Saturday, the Vikings
travelled to Ripon College to face
the Red Hawks for the second time
this season. They took the loss,
with a final score of 63-51, but
Earl stayed positive. “I thought we
played pretty well. They’re the top,
number one team in the conference and we hung with them for
the majority of the game. So, I’m
pretty proud of us. It was exciting to see us play hard throughout the entire game.” While their
record may not reflect it, this team
has taken big strides from where
they started this season. Constant
improvement is obvious from the
perspective of a spectator.
“This season isn’t what
we hoped. I mean, we’ve made
some progress, done some good
things, but getting wins has been
a struggle for us this season. But,
I really think this helps us build
on for next year,” said Earl. The
team is focused on playing for their
seniors, Arianna Neumeyer and
Leah Reeves, as they head into the
last couple games of the season.
With only three games left in the
season, Earl wants to “Finish every
game strong and try to go out on
a win for [their] seniors. [Reeves]
has put so much into the program,
[they] are trying to do everything
for her, with her season ending. As
for [Earl, she’s] just trying to finish
the season and embrace whatever
comes [her] way.”

This season brought a lot of
change for the athletics department, and the women’s team was
no exception. They have a new
coach this year and embraced him
with open arms. Earl said, “It’s
great. I love him. I like how he
teaches us in practice and really
emphasizes the little things, which
we really appreciate. He’s a great
person overall. Cares about the
whole team, from school work and
into the game. We already had a

up. My dad coached my team for
a while. I played high school ball
and played for a number of teams
throughout the state. I merged
with programs to get better exposure. Got looks at colleges, a lot
of D1s and some D2s. And then
senior year, recruiting wasn’t going
as well as I’d like, so I wasn’t sure if
I was going to play college basketball. Then, my all-star games came
after my senior season; I had three
of them, and I realized I couldn’t

Photo by Quinten Giglio.

really close team, but having him
now helps fill in the little parts we
were missing last year.”
Her favorite part of being on
this team is the team chemistry.
Earl said that she really loves that
they have no drama on the team
and no problems. The team has
a motto: WE>ME. They live and
breathe these words. “Right when
[Coach Woldt] got here in spring
term last year, that was what he
first implemented on us in our first
meeting. It’s not all about one player on the team, it’s about all of us.
If you can’t give your best on the
floor, then let someone else do it
for the team,” said Earl. This team is
hard-working and hilarious. “We’re
just so funny. I don’t know. The
things we share on social media,
telling jokes on the team, and all of
that. In practice, we are always trying to get better. When a practice
isn’t going so well, we try and pick
each other up. In games, we don’t
give up, even if we’re down by five
points, 20 points—it doesn’t matter, we’re still in it.”
Earl has had a long career, and
still has two collegiate seasons left
to play. “I’ve been playing since
age 5. Played a lot of AAU growing

go through college without playing basketball. So, I decided to
keep looking for schools and that’s
when Coach Wellman, our previous coach, started recruiting me. I
came on a visit here and loved it.
I committed a couple weeks later,
and now I’m here.” Earl loves the
way the team greeted her on her
visit here. “When I came on my
visit, the team was really welcoming. Every single person was there
to greet me when I arrived. We
walked through campus together
as this big blob of teammates and I
really appreciated that. I also liked
how the campus looked, and the
education attracted me. The class
sizes were small and I liked how
they set you up for post graduate,”
said Earl. Her goals are to graduate
with a biochemistry degree and
pursue pharmacy post-graduation.
It’s obvious that she not only leads
on the court, but also in the classroom.
Regarding basketball, Earl is
pretty modest and focuses on their
motto, even when asked about herself. She gives credit to every single
teammate of hers, and also to her
family for getting her to where she
is now. When asked what her role

is on the team, Earl responded, “I
would say, obviously I’m a scorer
on the team, so that’s a part of
it, but honestly encouraging my
teammates to get better every day.
Helping my teammates score is
something I’m always trying to get
better at. Just, I would say leading on the floor is a big thing.” In
order to be a leader on the floor,
she had to learn what leadership
is. About role models throughout
her life, Earl said, “My dad was
always there. He played in college
and then overseas. He always gave
me advice, taught me everything he
knows. I watched a lot of players
growing up, men and women. Also,
my mom was a big inspiration. She
played high school ball, but to be
the person she is today has had a
great effect on me. It built me up to
who I am today.”
Basketball is an action packed
and intense sport to be a part of.
Earl recalled one of her favorite
basketball moments of all time: “It
would have to be in high school,
going against our cross-town
rivals. Playing at their place my
senior year. We were tied and I hit
a 3 to go up and the crowd went
wild and the gym was packed. We
ended up winning the game.” When
asked if she had a favorite moment
in Lawrence basketball, earl
responded, “Last year getting our
first conference win against Illinois
College at home. I didn’t even know
it was our first conference win in
years. After the game, we were
so excited in the team room and
my teammates were crying and I
was like ‘Why is everybody crying?’
They all explained that they haven’t
won a conference game in years.
And I was so moved. Parents came
up to me after the game saying
things like ‘I’m glad you’re here.’”
Everyone is excited and happy that
Earl chose Lawrence as her collegiate home.
If she were to give advice to an
incoming basketball student athlete, Earl would say, “Work ethic
is a big thing. Try to stay true to
who you are. Find the right place
that works for you. The program is
upcoming. That’s what I like about
the program. Value that and know
that we are always working to get
better.”
The last chance to watch Earl
and her teammates in action at
home is Saturday, Feb. 9 at 3:00
p.m. against Cornell College.

Battling against the cold while on the road to success
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The weather during the last
two weeks has been brutal for the
Lawrence University track and
field team. It has changed practice schedules and limited the
team’s ability to go outside for
their workout. Even so, the team
is working hard as they prepare
for the upcoming indoor conference championships near the end
of February. This past weekend,
the team traveled to Ripon College
for another chance to compete and
hone their craft in a meet that featured twelve teams.
The meet this weekend also
marked the halfway point of the
indoor season. “My season has felt
like it is going by quick. Last year
this same time I felt like things
would drag on a lot and I think
that’s because I didn’t know what
to expect. Now I feel at ease and
ready for races. I feel really strong
because I had some of the best winter training I’ve ever had, in terms
of the quality of my workouts,” said
sophomore Cullen Allard.

For all the teams, the competition was tough. On the women’s
side of the competition, the team
was led by junior Mikaela Hintz who
took sixth in the 400-meter dash.
The distance trio of senior Molly
Doruska, junior Christina Sedall
and first-year Leah Hawksford finished seventh, eighth and ninth in
the 5000-meter run, respectively.
Additionally, the 4x400-meter
relay team of sophomore Emily
Hoeft, first-year Claire Schrier,
sophomore Alyssa Kuss and Hintz
took seventh. On the men’s side of
the competition, the 4x400-meter
relay team of sophomore Ethan
Simmons, Allard, first-year Julian
Garcia, and first-year Cole Foster
finished ninth. Simmons picked up
an eleventh-place finish in the 400meter dash, while Allard was eleventh in the 1-mile run.
Sedall explained the beauty
of the sport, saying, “Track and
field is special because by nature
of the sport you become really
familiar with your own body. But
even more special for me is to have
watched a person run a race or
compete enough in their event that

you become familiar with them.
You become familiar in this way
where you can tell when they are
confident. And their confidence
becomes yours. You can tell when
they are purposefully holding back
and when they are going to ignite.
You can tell where and when the
pain will set in. And you feel the
pain yourself. This familiarity is
knowing what they need to hear
when the pain does arrive. It’s seeing them think or clearing their
mind and feeling and knowing.”
Sedall continued, “Despite this
familiarity, they still surprise me.
Just this past weekend we had a
race at Ripon, and I found myself
in awe of these people I spend two
hours most days with. I think it’s
because I get to see my teammates
celebrate themselves in this open
and instinctual way, that I’m not
sure I’ve even seen from my family
or best friends. It’s surprising and
beautiful and although it’s a large
world, I may have only witnessed
it on little tracks in small towns of
Wisconsin. I see them passionately
scream because your success is
their success. I see them in vulner-

able moments of physical pain, of
lacking confidence and of frustration. I see them interact with their
opponents and treat them like old
friends, offering support and admiration. And I’m in awe.”
Allard echoed Sedall, saying,
“My favorite part of track is that
you get to watch your teammates
compete in their specialty before
or after your own event. On special
days, you can watch someone you
care about create something beautiful on the track.” Quoting famous
runner Steve Prefontaine, Allard
adds, “A race is a work of art that
people can look at and be affected
by in as many ways as they’re capable of understanding”
The team is setting big goals
for the upcoming meets. Allard
says, “My goals moving forward
are to run a mile under 4:30 and to
run a 9:10 3k. I think as a team I’d
love to be involved in a competitive DMR [distance medley relay]
this year and give people a run for
their money, because I think we
got some fast, young runners and
relays are very fun.”

See page 11

STANDINGS
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
14-1
16-6
Grinnell
13-2
17-4
Lake Forest
11-4
15-7
Ripon
9-6
13-9
Monmouth
8-7
10-12
Lawrence
7-8
10-12
Cornell
4-10
6-15
Illinois
4-10
6-15
Beloit
4-11
6-16
Knox
0-15
1-21

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Ripon
13-2
14-8
Monmouth
12-3
17-5
Lake Forest
10-5
11-11
Knox
9-6
12-10
St. Norbert
8-7
9-13
Grinnell
6-9
8-13
Illinois
5-9
9-12
Cornell
5-9
5-14
Beloit
4-11
5-17
Lawrence
2-13
5-16

MEN’S ICE HOCKEY
South Division
TEAM
NCHA
OVR
Adrian
11-4-1
16-6-1
Lake Forest
8-5-3
10-8-5
Aurora
8-8
11-12
MSOE
6-7-3
8-11-4
Concordia
5-9-2
7-13-3
Trine
5-10-1
9-12-2
North Division
St. Norbert
12-3-1
16-4-3
Marian
9-5-2
11-8-4
Northland
8-6-2
10-11-2
Finlandia
6-8-2
8-13-2
St.Scholastica 5-10-1
10-12-1
Lawrence
3-11-2
5-16-2

UPCOMING EVENTS
Men’s Ice Hockey vs Northland
Feb. 8, 7:00 p.m.
*Women’s Basketball vs. Cornell
Feb. 9, 3:00 p.m.
*Men’s Basketball vs. Cornell
Feb. 9, 5:00 p.m.
*Men’s Ice Hockey vs. St.Scholastica
Feb. 9, 4:00pm
* = Senior day

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Travelogues: Russia with Zach Fithian
Tashi Haig
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Last week’s deep freeze may have made
Lawrence feel like a mini Siberia, but junior Zach
Fithian has the real scoop on life in Russia after his
semester abroad in the fall. Through a program run
by Bard college, Fithian had the opportunity to live
with a host family and study in St. Petersburg, fully
immersing himself in the language and culture of
Russia.
Structurally, Fithian did find the Russian university experience different from the average American
one. “It’s less like our American campus system and
more like there are different faculties for different
specializations. So throughout the city there were
different faculties of St. Petersburg State University,
but it just depended on your major, so to speak,”
Fithian explained.
Through the Bard program, Fithian and several
other students from across the U.S. attended the
liberal arts faculty, where Fithian took Russian as a
Second Language (RSL), as well as classes on Russian
grammar, conversation and culture, academic writing, translation and phonetics. Additionally, Fithian
took psycholinguistics and acting—all of which were
fully taught in Russian. As one might expect, this
was a somewhat daunting experience. However,
Fithian was lucky to find that professors were in fact
quite approachable and classmates helpful. Overall,
Fithian’s description of classes with the liberal arts faculty of St. Petersburg State University did not sound
unlike Lawrence: small, interactive and friendly.
One such example was Fithian’s acting class.
Initially, Fithian was intimidated, stating, “Most of [the
students] had experience already with the professor
and with doing acting, so they were all very energetic
and participatory…they were also very comfortable
with the professor and the professor was very relaxed,
so there was a lot of slang Russian and it was a lot of
vernacular Russian that’s not like what I’ve learned.”
However, the professor was understanding, as were
the students, some of whom spoke a little English and
would try their best to explain particularly confusing
parts of the class to Fithian.
Fithian’s immersion in Russian language and
culture did not stop at taking classes with the
Russian university, however. Each day, Fithian
returned home to his host family, an older couple
of the Soviet generation with whom he continued
to practice his language skills. Fithian expressed
gratitude towards the family for being hospitable
and kind during his stay, but living with strangers did pose some challenges. “There’s always the
distinction with host families: you’re either a tenant or you’re part of the family, and I was kind of
in the middle, but more leaning towards tenant,”

Karina Barajas

Junior Zach Fithian.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

Fithian explained. Though Fithian’s host mother
would occasionally have conversations with him
about American life and answered questions about
Russian life in turn, Fithian noted, “Every now and
then we’d have a conversation like that and it was
meaningful, but…I was definitely more like her job
than a part of the family.”
Fithian expressed frustration as well with some
of Russia’s social issues. Starting at the host family
level, Fithian mentioned, “Russia is not super upto-date with gender roles, so in most host families
the mother watches over the house and does most
of the cooking and so on and so forth.” This expectation was also extended to female American stu-

dents who would be scolded on the basis of their
dress or behavior not being attractive to “potential
husbands.”
Along with the frustration of witnessing these
less-than-progressive views, Fithian personally struggled with having to remain closeted during his stay
in Russia. “I went there knowing that this was what I
was going to have to do. I knew about it, and I knew
it was going to be annoying, and it was annoying,”
said Fithian, adding that this is one of the only factors
which makes him hesitate to say he’d return to Russia
for any long-term engagement. “I would love to go
back long term if it weren’t for the fact of being in the
closet. If I had to for some reason, or there was a good

lation of diverse majors, interests and ethnicities.
Senior Sophie Penniman is a tour guide supervisor. She previously worked at Bon Appétit, the library
and as an art model. As a freshman, Penniman was
an overnight host and became a summer tour guide
that year. After that, she decided to be a full-time tour
guide for three full years. She says it is important to
have diverse interests so you can tell your group more
stories. She has been a tour guide since freshman year
and has stayed with it because it makes her a more
positive person and better at oral communication and
time management.
“Sometimes I forget how much I love Lawrence
because of Freshman Studies and the cold weather,
but when I share some of my fondest memories I
remember why I love it so much,” added Penniman.
She remembers being a freshman and wants
other prospective students to have the same love
for Lawrence.
Like Penniman, junior Wini Waters is a tour
guide supervisor. She is in charge of making schedules and training new tour guides. She has been
a tour guide supervisor since January 2018. She

saw a poster and applied for the position through
LUworks. One thing she likes about giving tours is
that they are fully customizable based on interests
and majors. She enjoys telling the same jokes over
and over again.
Her favorite story to tell is how she was able to
take violin lessons even though it is not her major.
Being able to do one of her favorite things as a nonmajor shows that Lawrence is open to helping students explore their interests. In addition to being a
tour guide, Waters works for Pizza Hut, is the Head
Content Tutor for the Center of Academic Success
(CAS) and President of the Outdoor Recreation Club
(ORC). She is also a Lab teacher’s assistant (TA) and
does research. She hopes that the prospective students in her group come to Lawrence and love it as
much as she does. She has learned a lot about organization, and has learned not to procrastinate.
“Being a tour guide is fun because prospective
families ask the same questions you had years ago. It
is a great leadership role on campus,” added Waters.
Sophomore Quinn Bingham has been a tour
guide for a year. She finds it rewarding to make an

opportunity, I would do it and I would be fine, I would
just keep watching my footsteps...I could be in different queer circles and be out there and be fine, there’s
just more labor to it,” Fithian sighed.
Fithian did find some hope in Russia’s situation, though, especially in working with an LGBTQ+
advocacy group there, as well as through going to
one of the gay bars. “I was expecting it to be a lot
more risky and dangerous, and I was surprised to see
how it wasn’t. Which is not to say that the situation is
good, which it’s not, but I think there is some sort of
progress…that was interesting, because I think even
three or four years ago that would not be the case.”
Fithian also mentioned that the younger generation
which he interacted with showed signs of progress,
providing some hope for Russia’s improvement, slow
though it may be.
Though these were some serious issues with living in Russia, Fithian still had many positive experiences and good things to say about his time exploring Russian culture outside of class. An especially
notable experience was a weekend trip to Moscow
with his study abroad program. Fithian prefaced his
description of Moscow with the explanation that
amongst Russians and Russian scholars there’s a
debate over whether Moscow or St. Petersburg is
superior. Having lived in St. Petersburg and enjoying
its picturesque architecture and cafes for months,
Fithian favored the latter and was quite surprised
after a few hours in Moscow to find his mind totally
changed. “Moscow is just super cool. It’s a little chaotic and I love it. It’s definitely got the hustle-andbustle city vibe, but there’s also just so much history
around you!” said Fithian, going on to explain, “You
can be walking down the road and to your right is
this really old church that’s been there since like
1700, and then to the left is a Soviet building that has
this mural about wheat farmers.”
Discussing Russia’s distinct ties to its history also
brought Fithian to debunking misconceptions of
Russian attitudes which may make Americans nervous to consider visiting. “It’s interesting that you read
about these ‘strongman’ kind of regimes with Putin
and in China and other places around the world that
have those kind of governments, and you think that
people must just be ‘head-down’ and don’t talk about
the government…you’d think it’s this very robotic
society,” Fithian began, and countered this by describing how safe he’d felt navigating the cities and talking
to people along the way. “I shared this feeling with
other Americans, who would say, ‘Sometimes I forget
that I’m not in America!’”

Work It: Student Tour Guides

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Student tour guides are the first student interactions prospective students have at Lawrence. They
must go through a paid training session where they
have to learn all the buildings on campus and be
able to share some experiences or fact about each
one. The training entails reading the tour guide
manual to learn fun, unknown facts about Lawrence,
a shadow tour, giving a tour to a supervisor and taking a short exam on the manual. When the training
is complete, they can give tours.
An important part of the job is to be a story teller. Student tour guides must have a variety of experiences at Lawrence to share their experiences and
answer questions. The hours are flexible, and guides
give one to two 70-minute tours to groups of one to
four per week. The job is advertised through fliers
and Facebook pages. This year, admissions hired 20
students, but on average they try to have 25 tour
guides so that students can rotate out and not have
to give tours every week. Admissions tries to make
sure guides are representative of Lawrence’s popu-

@TheLawrentian

/Lawrentian

impact on students trying to decide which college is
right for them. She gives almost all soccer recruitment
tours to ensure prospective athletes get to know girls
on the team. She has a remote internship, plays on
the soccer team, is a member of Delta Gamma and
the Panhellenic Council and is on the board of the
Student Ambassador Program. She heard about the
position when she received an e-mail saying she was
nominated as a good candidate to apply. She likes to
talk about her experiences at Björklunden because
she believes it is super unique to Lawrence.
When asked what the most valuable lesson is
that she learned on the job, Bingham replied, “From
when I went on college tours when I was deciding
where to go, I know a bad tour was all it took for me
not to go to a school. Thinking about that reminds
me that you should always be engaged and do your
best in a job where you work with people, because
you never know the impact it might have on someone.”
All the tour guides would agree that they have
gained more pride in sharing their experiences at
Lawrence.

@The_Lawrentian
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Faithful Retellings: John Newhall
Katie Mueller
Columnist

_________________________________________________

While we’ve always been told never to bring up
money, politics, or religion at the dinner table, sometimes it’s these subjects that can lead to the most
insightful discussions. Our perspectives on spirituality
and religion are as different as the backgrounds and
stories we carry with us. This column will showcase
students and their relationships with faith and religion in hopes of celebrating the many ways in which
we philosophically, mindfully and spiritually make
sense of the world around us.
Senior Film and Religious Studies major John
Newhall just finished applying to seminary school.
He has wanted to go into ministry since he was
ten years old. Newhall grew up attending the oldest Protestant church in America that used to be
Puritan but is now the Unitarian Universalist church
that Newhall calls home. Newhall comes from a
historically Universalist family, and this faith has
moved Newhall to continually pursue interconnections in his spiritual and academic life, all with an
open mind.
Newhall’s upbringing in the Unitarian
Universalist church, or UU for short, has always
emphasized an adaptable approach to religion.
Newhall stated, “I grew up with a very open experience with religion as a whole. My engagement with
spirituality growing up has been about the ways
we can see interconnection. Spirituality has been
less about God and the afterlife for me and more
about how to live the best life for ourselves and for
other people. Unitarian Universalism is also a noncreedal faith. We don’t believe in ‘One Holy Catholic
Church.’ Most of what we learn about growing up in
UU church centers around the faith of other people.”
Unitarian Universalism does not necessarily
set out to worship a particular god. On this note,
Newhall stated, “God is complicated. There’s a significant range of people that come to church who range
from atheist to agnostic to theist. In my experience,
a lot of people do acknowledge a force greater than
themselves, but that doesn't necessarily manifest
as something metaphysical. It could be the interconnectedness we share as humanity or nature’s

relationship with humanity. The role of God is an
important faith question in the UU church, but it’s
considered a very individual theology rather than a
collective theology.”
Not only is God a flexible figure in the UU
church, but God can sometimes garner negative
reactions from members of the church. Newhall stated, “Many people come to the church feeling hurt or
abandoned by religion. I think that’s one reason why
a lot of UU churches have a hostile relationship with
concepts like ‘God’ and other religious language. It
can be difficult to reconcile with the term ‘God,’ but a
lot of UU churches do use religious language like that
informally and formally. I see the term ‘god’ used in
the church in a very broad context. It can be useful
to think about the interconnection of all things and
the energy that exists as God.”
Newhall’s open-minded approach to religion has always been magnified by how Unitarian
Universalism utilizes sacred texts. Newhall
explained this as he stated, “UU historically comes
out of Christian traditions, but what we believe is
usually not as important as how we interact with

Senior John Newhall.
Photo by Katie Mueller.

the world. We have two living documents. The first
is our six sources of faith, which encompasses where
we draw our spirituality. They include Pagan texts,
Abrahamic texts and texts from all sorts of prophetic
people throughout history. The second document is
our seven principles. They describe how we should
go about living in the world. We should respect the
interdependent web of existence, and the inherent
worth and dignity of people.”
Despite Unitarian Universalism’s fluid doctrine,
Newhall stressed that you cannot just believe anything you want. He stated, “There is theology in the
UU church, but it's broad enough and to be reinterpreted in many ways. To some extent, this means
you can believe a wide range of things. But you can’t
just believe anything you want. That’s a massive
misconception. For example, you can’t be a UU Nazi,
that doesn’t work. But we do believe that we’re a
living tradition, we’re learning, growing and changing with each new generation and even with each
new month.”
Newhall’s relationship with ministry is longstanding. He stated, “Figuring out I wanted to go

Genealogy uncovered
Peter Lagershausen
Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

On Feb. 5, Lawrence hosted a talk with professional genealogist Kenyatta Berry, one of the hosts
of the PBS series “Genealogy Roadshow.” The event
was introduced as a component of Lawrence’s Black
History Month 2019 theme of migration, and featured Berry being interviewed by Karen Nelson, the
diversity coordinator for Appleton’s Mayor’s Office.
Berry was prompted to share how her interest
in genealogy sparked. “It started with an analysis of
my ex-boyfriend’s family when I was in law school,”
she said. “I then moved on to my own family and
eventually uncovered my fascination with history.”
She is particularly interested in the genealogy of
slavery, saying, “It helps us find our people in spite of
families having been torn apart by slavery.” Slavery
poses many intricacies for tracing family lines.
For example, there exists what is known as the
1870 Brick Wall; this was the first census that enumerated former slaves. Going back beyond this is
difficult, and even in 1870, the census would name
a household but not the relationships of the people
in it, adding an additional obstacle for genealogists.
“There is a common misconception among
African-Americans that we cannot find our people
because they were slaves,” Berry said. “This isn’t
true; we can always find them.” She remarked that
one of the most crucial elements of enslaved genealogy is the unfortunate fact that slaves were property. It is connected in some form to most ways of
tracking enslaved ancestors down. For example, one
could look for a slavemaster’s record and find slaves
under their name.
Decoding records of slaves sometimes requires
inventiveness, and reveals more details about how
they were dehumanized. Berry said, “I may find a
record of Henry, but I don’t know anything about
him because he’s just a number. So if I want to know

his age, for example, I need to infer it from what his
price is.”
For her, the monetization of people is one of
the many frustrating aspects of analyzing slave lineages, and it ties in with an important question from
Nelson: how do you overcome the emotion of studying the collective trauma of African-Americans?
Berry replied to this: “While there are some projects
I do that get me angrily pacing around shaking my
fists, I find it helps to look at the bigger picture and
realize that these are facts, that this is history.” She
added, “And, when you take something so bad and
humanize it, you can tell your ancestor’s story in a
way that is beautiful and validates their struggles,
and realize that we are here now because of them.”

Genealogist Kenyatta Berry.
Photo by Anton Zemba.

Consistent with the theme of migration, Berry
brought up some of the historical African-American
migrations. “When people think of African-American
migration, they usually think of the Great Migration
from the South to the North,” she said. “Really,
there are many historic migrations. An example is
the one from Virginia to Alabama and Mississippi;
many slaves were taken to the latter area once
Native Americans were removed through the Trail
of Tears.”
Another example is the migration of slaves in
southern states occupied by the Union. Once these
states fell, slaves became contraband and were
taken to states like Texas where slavery was still

into seminary came in stages. When I was younger
I would watch the minister and think, ‘This is a
weekly acting job that I could do.’ As I got older I
encountered a lot of pivotal moments that pushed
me even closer to my faith and solidified my feelings.
Freshmen year of high school I went on a civil rights
pilgrimage and we learned about UU members who
had died in Selma. This experience brought me so
close to my faith that I knew I wanted to go into ministry. I feel connected to ministry because I want to
help people on find their spiritual paths. I want to be
able to give back to my community and to be a listening presence to those around me.”
In the last four years, Newhall’s faith-life in
Appleton has only inspired him to pursue ministry
more. Newhall stated, “In Appleton I go to a church
with 800 congregates. It’s actually the eleventh biggest UU church in the country. I grew up in a church
with 200 members, so it’s been a different experience. On top of that, the church I grew up in centered a lot more on Christian traditions than here in
Appleton where a lot more congregates I meet are
Atheist. Since coming to Lawrence I’ve also gotten
to work with two interim-ministers and the settled
minister at the church. I came into Lawrence knowing I wanted to do religious studies and then go into
divinity school, so it’s been great to experience different UU churches and to form close relationships
with ministers along the way.”
As Newhall prepares to graduate from Lawrence,
he hopes to continually grow his faith while still
being open to learning from the faith of others.
Newhall summed this up as he stated, “I want faith
to be about listening. It’s about going into churches
or conversations expecting to learn something from
them. It’s about letting what you learn inform and
change the way you think, or letting it solidify and
ground yourself in your understandings even more.”

If you’re interested in learning about more
Lawrentians and their spiritual journeys, come
and read their stories that will be on display outside Stansbury hall throughout the production of
Bernstein’s Mass scheduled to be performed Feb.
14-17. This opera tells the story of religion, doubt and
spiritual journeys. Make sure to come and see it.

legal. Galveston, Texas, for instance, was the last
place in the US to outlaw slavery, doing so a few
years after the Emancipation Proclamation was
signed, and was just one of the havens where slaveholders kept their livelihood going.
Berry devoted a part of her talk to the details of
DNA testing. She said, “DNA doesn’t tell the whole
story, since you still need birth, death and marriage
records. But it’s still very useful and you have a lot of
options available.” She mentioned that you can have
a test done where your mother and father are each
half of the DNA (autosomal testing), one where it
traces your surname, and you may even be marketed
tests related to your physical fitness.
Berry did have a few warnings, however. She
said, “Many companies like to sell your DNA, which
may be a privacy issue for you. You also need to be
prepared to be shocked; I’ve heard stories of people
being tested and finding out they have children they
weren’t aware of.” The conclusions is clear: research
the company you’re testing with carefully, and read
the terms and conditions of the test.
For those interested in their own genealogy,
Berry had a few suggestions. One audience member,
whose family is from Haiti, felt they did not know
where to start; Berry said that the best first step
would be to learn the history and find out about the
patterns of immigration and migration.
Berry also gave a few examples of useful sources of information, namely city directories, cemeteries and draft registrations. And members of
the Lawrence community have a local option:
the Appleton Public Library is currently offering
resources to guide people through genealogy projects. Genealogy has become more accessible than
ever, and at the very least provides interesting personal information. For African-Americans, its significance is even greater, as it sheds light on a connection to people that was forcibly broken over the
course of history.
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“The Orchestra Saves the Day!”
Jay MacKenzie
Columnist

______________________________________

On the evening of Friday, Feb. 1,
the Lawrence University Symphony
Orchestra (LSO) performed a concert in Memorial Chapel. Their
program, titled “Eroica,” featured
the Beethoven symphony of the
same name as well as George
Gershwin’s “Rhapsody in Blue” and
Michael Torke’s “Javelin.” Gershwin’s
iconic piano part was performed
by senior Neil Krzeski who was a
cowinner of the 2019 LSO Concerto
Competition.
As the LSO played their tuning
note, there were only a handful of
open seats in the Chapel balcony.
After nearly three months without
an LSO concert, the Lawrence community was clearly eager for the
orchestra to return to the stage.
Before they began, conductor Mark
Dupere greeted the audience. He
offered a very warm welcome to
everybody who braved the glacial
weather that had approached 50
below with wind chill only two days
prior.
Dupere went on to explain
that owing to these frigid temperatures, the LSO had been forced to
cancel their crucial concert week
rehearsals. Thankfully, after an
emergency evening rehearsal, the
LSO was still able to put the finishing touches on their program.
Dupere commended the musicians
for their adaptability and the audience applauded in appreciation of
their hard work and commitment
to their art.

The concert began with
“Javelin.” Program notes explained
that the Atlanta Committee commissioned
Wisconsin
native
Michael Torke for the Olympics
and the piece was played for the
opening ceremonies of the 1996
Olympics in Atlanta. Just like
the iconic Olympic theme song,
“Javelin” captures the spirit of
friendly competition. Torke stated
that to create this effect, he took
some cues from famous cinematic
composer John Williams. Williams’
score for “Star Wars” is instantly
recognizable and evokes the drama
of a gargantuan galactic struggle
between the forces of good and evil.
Torke’s composition employs similar strategies to evoke the valor of
Olympic athletes and all the excitement of the games. Thematic music
sets the mood for what’s to come,
and for this concert, “Javelin” was a
perfect prelude.
Next, Krzeski took the stage for
“Rhapsody in Blue.” I was delighted
to see a banjo player appear as
well to complete the orchestration
for this quintessentially American
piece of music. Krzeski was already
impressive as he played through the
opening themes with the orchestra, but his virtuosity became even
more apparent when the orchestra
dropped out for a cadenza section.
Krzeski’s fingers fluttered like a
hummingbird’s wings as his hands
hopped furiously from one end of
the piano to the other. The excitement only grew when the orchestra
joined back in for the finale section,
recapitulating the “Rhapsody’s”

Members of the Lawrence Symphony Orchestra perform in the Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Julia Balestri.

themes with even more exuberance while Krzeski’s part only continued to intensify. After the final
note, Krzeski received a resounding standing ovation.
After an intermission—necessary to recover from the frenzied
excitement of Krzeski’s performance—came the finale. Ludwig
van Beethoven’s “Symphony No.
3 in E-flat Major” was inspired by,
and initially dedicated to, Napoleon
Bonaparte. Whether or not you think
he deserves the accolade, Napoleon
was seen by Beethoven as the apotheosis of heroism. After Napoleon
crowned himself emperor of France,
Beethoven rescinded his dedication,
as he saw this action as disrespectful to the Pope’s sovereignty. The
piece was already finished, though,
and its theme of heroism was so
undeniable that Beethoven decided
to call it “Eroica.”
In a way, the trajectory of
the piece parallels the archetypal

“Hero’s Journey.” The first movement depicts the courage and boldness of the hero at the outset of
their journey along with the first
intimations of the struggle that’s
yet to come. The hero descends
into the abyss in the second movement and after a series of musical
trials and tribulations, they emerge
triumphant in the final movement.
“Eroica” featured a smaller
orchestra (unfortunately, no banjo)
and lasted 45 minutes. The musicians were clearly focused intently
on communicating the story of the
now-anonymous hero. They adjusted their sound from movement to
movement and section to section
as they followed the hero’s descent
and eventual re-ascent—a pattern
that remains universally meaningful while being endlessly mutable.
I even noticed the posture and
facial expression of some musicians
change accordingly with the hero’s
“situation.” Throughout this lengthy

journey, the LSO continually created
musical—and narrative—interest
and kept me riveted.
When they finished, the LSO
received another standing ovation
from their grateful audience. For
this particular saga, “Javelin” set the
adventurous mood, Krzeski took on
the hero’s mantle during a musical tour of America in “Rhapsody
in Blue” and the LSO collectively
expressed the spirit of heroism in
“Eroica.” After missing their most
important rehearsals, the LSO still
performed well over an hour of
music, and it was gorgeous. I think
that is a heroic feat. It reminds us
that the spirit of heroism is not just
contained in the music and stories
of old, it is alive in anybody who has
the courage and audacity to overcome adversity. We can all embark
on our own “Hero’s Journey.”

Cello player wows with workshop & concert
McKenzie Fetters
Staff Writer

_________________________

Known for the YouTube video
titled “I LOVE TOFU!!!” and other
hits songs like “I Peed on a Bird,”
Rushad Eggleston remains one
of the most eccentric performers of our day. Self-described as a
“joy-spreader” and “cello goblin,”
Eggleston shared new techniques
and performance practices with
Lawrence on Sunday, Feb. 3, in a
workshop followed by a concert in
the Esch-Hurvis Studio at Warch.
During
the
workshop,
Eggleston sat on stage with his
cello while attendees gathered
around. He began the “workshop
of advanced musical knowings”
by teaching students about his
technique of bouncing the bow.
Eggleston has perfected complex
bow-bouncing sequences, enabling
him to play many fast notes. He

talked about chords being the key
to interesting improvisation, and
he emphasized the importance of
experimentation in practice. The
string players in attendance participated in call-and-response with
enthusiasm.
Eggleston talked with attendees about his creativity, his history
playing the cello and his made-up
language. Beyond his growling, primal yawps and wild cello playing,
Eggleston imparted heartfelt wisdom about how believing in oneself opens up infinite possibilities.
While this workshop set the stage
for the later concert, nothing can
fully prepare one for a first-time
concert experience with Rushad
Eggleston.
At the concert, Fiddlers of
Lawrence University (FLU) copresident senior Trace Hybertson was
called upon to introduce Eggleston
as “the giggler.” Eggleston made his
way from the back of the room to

the stage while playing his cello.
He wore a bright pink tunic held
together with pieces of duct tape
over pink patterned tights. He
spoke and sang in his own language, and he played the two
kazoos strapped to the scroll of his
cello—one made of metal and one
of wood. Eggleston further introduced himself and his cello, called
“Jesus,” and gave a brief explanation
of his performance style. He said his
concert would differ from a normal
concert in two main ways: first, he
would be “uttering much nonsense”
which to him is “as delightful as
music to compose;” second, his concert would include a lot more notes
than usual concerts.
Eggleston fulfilled these expectations and exceeded them—no
one could guess what he would do
next in the performance. Interludes
of talking to the audience flowed
seamlessly into cello and kazoo
playing, gibberish poetry, death-

metal growling, singing and more.
Beyond his technical proficiency, he
used his ability to read an audience to influence his programming.
He openly requested applause at
times and precluded it with his odd
behavior at others. In one segment
of the show, Eggleston lulled the
audience into a daze with a repetitive rhythmic pattern on his cello.
After a few minutes passed in this
manner, he jumped off the stage
and screamed, pulling everyone
right back into his program.
At regular intervals in the
show, Eggleston’s antics began
to seem like an overused schtick,
then he would turn to the audience and say something so real
and meaningful it caught everyone off guard. For example, after
bemoaning the annoyances of
flaky people, Eggleston turned
to the audience with a hard look
and said, “Everybody’s flaky about
something…some people are very

responsible, but they’re flaky when
it comes to their dreams.” Eggleston
followed a similar pattern with his
music; he interspersed performances of his many compositions and
improvisations with a gentle, beautiful fiddle tune in pizzicato and
even performed works by J.S. Bach
with expert musicality, showing his
ability to oscillate from one mode of
playing to the next.
Eggleston’s self-awareness
and depth combined with his
amazing cello chops made his concert one of the most engaging performances I have experienced in a
long time. It reminded everyone of
the myriad possibilities available
to any musician in practice and
performance. Eggleston showed
that a willingness to think outside
the box, while extreme in his case,
can lead to exciting opportunities.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
AVA HUEBNER

Milou de Meij

Staff Writer
______________________________________

Ask senior Ava Huebner about
her upcoming music projects, and
her whole face lights up. While I
only first got to know her because
we were in the same classical piano
studio, I soon learned she was
involved in so many other diverse
projects from managing the electronic music studio to being on tech
crew to jamming on bass with her
friends.
Huebner has been making
music her whole life. When she was
four years old, she joined a group
music class for kids that taught her
basic keyboard and general music
skills. As she grew up, she also
enjoyed playing in orchestra and
band, singing in a children’s church
choir, taking piano lessons and
going to rock band camp in middle
school.
“Music always served as a huge
family bond,” explained Huebner,
adding that her dad plays drums in
a band and her mom worked in a
record store.
With so many diverse musical interests, she always felt like it
was difficult to know how to balance them. She grew up listening
to alternative indie-rock bands like
Wilco and The Flaming Lips, but

classical was what she studied officially. In her mind, the two worlds
were relatively separate.
However, during her freshman
year at Lawrence, Huebner attended
a guest flute and electronics recital
that changed everything. “I realized
the technology I grew up around
could be used in a classical setting
as well,” said Huebner. Hooked by
this connection of possibility across
sound worlds, she ended up taking
as many electronic music and sound
recording courses as she could,
eventually becoming the manager
of the electronic music studio.
Last May we had the chance to
collaborate for the first time when
we co-wrote a half-improvised/halfcomposed piece for piano and electronics for my senior recital.
“This project was the first time
I had done anything that truly felt
like my own creation,” explained
Huebner, emphatically stressing
how empowered she felt during
that process to take artistic ownership. “Usually I’m helping someone
else fulfill their artistic vision, but
you valued my contributions as an
equal. We both grew so much during that process of creating together.”
Now, for her senior project,
Huebner is working on a self-written and produced album entitled

“Kid Art.” The project stems from
her fascination with the un-selfconsciously free energy of children
when making art and serves as an
embodiment of her own personal
journey to return to that space of
open, creative energy.
“I think we take the process of
art-making for granted by focusing
so much on what it’s going to be,”
said Huebner. “Like many, I have
a tendency to overthink and be
anxious about whether it’s good
enough. This fear can really keep
you from trying new things and ultimately from actually being good.”
Huebner’s album is a chance
for her to reclaim the fun and the
personal in her music-making as
well as celebrate all the hard work
she’s put in her entire life.
“Being a music student, it can
be really hard to enjoy what you’re
doing and not lose track of the fact
that you’re already talented and
hardworking. It’s ridiculously sad
how easy it is to forget the value
in that.”
Huebner’s album will be officially released in May, but you can
catch her playing electronics earlier
on Sunday, Feb. 24, at 8 p.m. at the
New Music Recital.

Photo by Julia Balestri.

Film Review

“Widows”
Sam Goldbeck

Staff Writer
______________________________________

Chicago gets the gritty city
treatment in the new film from
Steve McQueen, director of “12
Years a Slave,” and Gillian Flynn,
writer of “Gone Girl.” Viola Davis
leads an ensemble of formidable
performers in a dark and depressing heist movie. Davis plays
Veronica, the wife of a doomed
career criminal played by Liam
Neeson. Neeson and an all-male
team botch a heist and end up paying the ultimate price. The widows
they leave behind, led by Davis
and featuring Michelle Rodriguez,
Elizabeth Debicki and Carrie Coon,
embark on a robbery of their own
after they learn the money lost in
the heist belongs to Jamal Manning
(Brian Tyree Henry), a local criminal trying to go straight by running for Alderman of the 18th
Ward. Unfortunately, Jamal and his
brother Jatemme (Daniel Kaluuya)
are up against Jack Mulligan (Colin
Farrell), son of the long-standing
Alderman Tom Mulligan (Robert
Duvall), and this particular fatherson team are a pair of white devils. They are nepotistic, racist and
power-hungry. Even though Jamal
is a criminal and his brother is a
psychopath, you find yourself rooting for them because the Mulligan
men are so awful.
The movie does threaten to
buckle under the weight of how

many things are going on at once,
but for just over two hours, the cast
and crew do a good job of telling a
coherent story that actually manages to come to a satisfying conclusion. Current issues like police
brutality, white supremacy within
federal institutions and sexism are
addressed in a fairly nuanced way.
Twists and turns abound, making
for a particularly engaging movie.
McQueen and his cinematographer certainly make Chicago look
good, choosing to shoot in parts of
the city not normally represented
in mainstream films. One of the
best shots of the film consists of a
mounted camera on the hood of a
car, as it faces the windshield and
rotates from left to right as the
audience sees the 18th Ward transform from a struggling, clearly lowincome, black majority neighborhood to a gentrified, mostly white
enclave in a matter of blocks.
The cast is uniformly excellent, with the exception of Neeson,
who can’t make his complicated
character more interesting. Davis
is amazing as usual, making small
gestures and carrying an immense
amount of weight.
I’d say that “Widows” has a
powerful message, or several,
wrapped into an engaging, if occasionally hard to watch, heist flick.

Album Review

Janelle Monae’s “Dirty Computer”
Lily Greene

Staff Writer
______________________________________

Multi-genre
singer/songwriter Janelle Monae released her
fifth album in the spring entitled
“Dirty Computer.” Along with the
album, she released an “emotion
picture,” a 45-minute visual album
and futuristic film. This album is
a continuation of Monae’s motifs
of androids, technology and dystopian plots. The film itself is packed
full of allusions and references
to film, history and theory that
academics are starting to analyze
deeper. Monae has risen to stardom in recent years and stands out
for her feminist, anti-racist, antisexist, anti-capitalist lyrics and
strong ability to switch between
genres easily. “Dirty Computer,”
like her other albums, follows an
android-driven plot about a future
where humans are labeled computers and wiped of their memories
and love if they’re deemed “dirty.”
The film shows Monae in the
roll of Jane 57821, a rebel who just
wants to have fun but is marked
as dirty and therefore must be
tamed. Two men are instructed by
a robotic voice to erase the memories and dreams of Jane, a plot
device allowing interspersed music
videos. The audience is invited into
Jane’s memories and aspirations in

order to understand her character
and the oppression in this futuristic world. The memories show
her and her friends dancing, her
romance with a woman and a man,
being chased by cops and abstract
thematic visions of Monae.
Although the plot of memory
erasure seems like a handy tool to
show music videos, the lyrics and
motifs of the songs pull the film’s
message together. Monae’s message of freedom, oppression, love
and expression are clear. Unlike her
previous albums, which mainly feature story lines from an android
named Cindi Mayweather, “Dirty
Computer” allows Monae to use
a version of an android closer to
who she is as a person and artist.
The film features Tessa Thompson
as one of Monae’s lovers, an actress
rumored to be dating Monae in
real life. Thompson’s character
appears in Jane’s personal and intimate memories, but back in current
time, it turns out she was wiped of
her memory and is now a cog in
the machine working to help clean
the dirty computers. The film also
features personal anecdotes from
Monae’s life in the songs and passionate verses about black activism
and feminism.
Towards the end of the
film, Jane 57821 is supposedly
“cleaned,” and turns up to erase the

memories of her former male lover,
starting the cycle again. After it
seems all hope is lost and the credits start to play, we’re surprised
with a different ending of escape
and freedom. Monae’s decision to
end the film in a positive light ties
back to her messages of freedom
and a hope for a femme black inclusive and loving future.
Monae has credited her love
for the film “Metropolis” (1927)
as an inspiration for her android
focused plots, which is especially
obvious in her first studio album of
the same name. She uses androids
as a mechanism to safely talk about
much larger issues of discrimination and worries of the future and
to show who she is and wants to be
as an activist, artist and queer black
woman. In an interview with the
London Evening Standard, Monae
said, “I speak about androids
because I think the android represents the new ‘other.’ You can compare it to being a lesbian or being a
gay man or being a black woman...
what I want is for people who feel
oppressed or feel like the ‘other’ to
connect with the music and to feel
like, ‘She represents who I am.’”
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Our Tight Fists

STAFF EDITORIAL
Super Bowl LIII Controversy
Last week’s Super Bowl was the lowest rated since 2009. This was in part due to general disinterest—the
New England Patriots had won five Super Bowls since 2002, which proved frustrating for any non-Patriot
fans. And their opponents, the Los Angeles Rams, have yet to acquire a solid fanbase.
A larger reason for this year’s unpopularity, however, was the controversy surrounding former 49ers
player Colin Kaepernick. After Kaepernick kneeled during the national anthem to protest the shootings of
unarmed black Americans by police officers, a national outcry erupted. This year, Kaepernick was not signed
to any NFL teams, despite his abilities as a player being unquestionable. Kaepernick accused NFL owners of
colluding to keep him out of the league, eventually filing a lawsuit that will go to trial.
Many accused the NFL of racism, and boycotts of the Super Bowl abounded. Film director Ava DuVernay
tweeted, “I will not be a spectator, viewer or supporter of the Super Bowl today in protest of the NFL’s racist
treatment of [Kaepernick] … To watch the game is to compromise my beliefs.” Similarly, a number of musical acts refused to play alongside Maroon 5 for the Super Bowl halftime show out of protest. These include
Rihanna, Jay-Z and Cardi B, who said that she wouldn’t play unless “they bring Colin Kaepernick back.”
These boycotts are valuable, and hopefully will push the NFL into treating the situation with NFL’s
actions regarding Colin Kaepernick. Kaepernick commented, “I am not going to stand up to show pride in
a flag for a country that oppresses black people and people of color. To me, this is bigger than football and
it would be selfish on my part to look the other way. There are bodies in the street and people getting paid
leave and getting away with murder.” The oppression of people of color in America is one of our nation’s most
urgent issues. If the NFL refuses to recognize that, it is understandable that people would rescind their support of the association.
If the NFL is trying to stay apolitical, that is one thing. But to interfere with a player’s ability to be
employed based on his expression of political beliefs is another. Any football team that Kaepernick plays for
does not have to share his views on racial inequality and oppression in the American system. However, he
should be allowed to express himself. By kneeling during the pre-game National Anthem, Kaepernick is neither hurting anyone nor detracting from the game itself.
The NFL is considered a private company, so from a purely legal perspective, it is arguable that they can
punish Kaepernick for his actions. However, the terrible ratings from last week’s Super Bowl, in addition to
prominent musical artists’ refusal to participate in the halftime show, reveal the non-legal consequences of
their treatment of Kaepernick. Even if Colin Kaepernick loses the lawsuit, many Americans will continue to
dismiss the NFL as an outdated, racist institution. Lower ratings will equal lower charges for advertisements,
the NFL’s main source of income. If the NFL wants to remain afloat, they should start respecting their players’
expressions of freedom.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Simone Levy
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Join me on a regular day
for a regular lunch at Lawrence
University. I walk into Andrew
Commons and Carolyn swipes me
in. I have 78 swipes to last me to
the end of the term. It is after 11
a.m. but before 2 p.m. Immediately
ahead of me, I see the veganvegetarian options consisting of
a chunky sweet potato bisque,
Catalan chickpeas with spinach,
cinnamon scented (scented?)
couscous with dates and roasted
artichokes with cauliflower. I pass
on all of these options because
none of them appeal to my delicate
palate. Eat at Ed’s lunch is next
and they are serving a tuna noodle
casserole, brown rice pilaf with
wilted kale and lemon and garlic
roasted brussels sprouts. I would
have enjoyed the sprouts, but as
usual, they are overcooked and
resemble rotten grapes. I continue
to Rich’s Grill which features an
avocado and tomato white cheddar
quesadilla, achiote braised pinto
beans and roasted zucchini and
yellow squash. These all are just
as unappetizing as the the first

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The notion of control. It is a
notion that, in our society, we often
hold up with a god-like reverence.
Control your emotions, control
your schedule, control your food,
control your weight, control your
urges, control your environment,
control yourself. Everything in our
lives is expected to be carefully
and perfectly planned out to the
letter so that no tiny bit of time is
“wasted.” We overextend ourselves
to control grades or paychecks or
sleep, etc. But the more that we try
to control, the more control seems
to slip from our grasp because
inevitably, life is not at all within
our control. Life in our society has
never truly been within our control.
From an individual level, it is
easy to see how life is out of our
grasp. Try to control your waistline
and it will inevitably grow, try to
control your schedule and something will inevitably interfere. The
list goes on and on and we can all
recognize how it affects us. But the
notion of control, as I have come to
learn, is actually much more insidious in our society. The reason that
we insist upon control is because
the oppressive structures we have
in place want us to believe these
things are up to us. Diet industry
wants us to believe that our weight
is within our control because they
want to sell us their products. The
justice system wants us to believe
that only criminals go to jail when
it is inordinately black and brown

A berry for your thoughts

options. The regular grill offers
me the standard dry marinated
chicken breast, French fries, housemade black bean burger, Ney’s Big
Sky beef hamburger and andouille
sausage. These are too basic to
settle on. Moving on from there, I
reach Andrew’s Global Market and
their many rice options, including
steamed long grain rice, steamed
brown rice and Thai sticky rice.
They also have Vietnamese turkey larb lettuce wraps, tofu wraps
and the typical garnishes of Thai
basil, Thai chili powder, mint leaves
and cilantro. I yawn and move on.
Andrew’s Global Mercado, which
ostensibly means the same thing
as the previous station, is serving a
green pork chili, which is not at all
authentic to the famed Hatch green
chile stew, as anyone familiar with
the southwest can tell you. Besides
this, there is ancho chili and pineapple braised chicken, coconut
rice and jalapeno simmered red
beans. Disgusted at the green pork
“chili,” I move on to Jim’s Italian
Pies, which are neither pies nor
Italian. There is a three-cheese
pizza, Italian sausage pizza, pizza
made without gluten upon request
please allow 8-10 minutes for

preparation and a white pizza. Next
door is pasta with classic alfredo
sauce, roasted zucchini and yellow
squash (again), roasted spaghetti
squash, pasta made without gluten
upon request please allow 8-10
minutes for preparation and vegan
marinara. I go back around to the
agua fresca and see the increasingly suspicious concoctions, this
time being cantaloupe mint and
cherry ginger. I wander past all the
basics – the steamed veggies, the
deli meats, the salad bar, the miso
bar, the breakfast nook and even
through to the fruits and desserts,
yet I feel something is missing. I
have yet to put an item of food on
my plate, not only because I am not
impressed by the mediocre selections, but because Bon Appetit
catering is consistently shafting all
Lawrentians in their refusal to give
us the one thing we are missing:
berries.
The one thing I want that
Lawrence University Andrew
Commons never has is berries.
Strawberries, blueberries, raspberries and blackberries are all missing from the typical Lawrentian’s
diet because they are suspiciously
absent from mealtimes. Could Bon

Appetit be trying to induce mass
bouts of scurvy upon its customers,
or are berries just too “expensive”
to get at Lawrence? After much
research and deliberation, I can
settle upon the former, because
there is no way Lawrence can
afford to serve Catalan chickpeas
with spinach and ten different
kinds of rice (white rice, brown
rice, coconut rice, Thai sticky rice,
rice porridge, etc) yet cannot afford
a simple fruit staple. Instead, we
are forced to dine on musk melon
and honeydew, both of which have
especially suspicious textures during this time of year. I am literally
feeding garbage – literal trash – to
myself because nothing at Andrew
Commons sufficiently meets both
my taste as well as nutritional
needs, and therefore, I may as well
treat my body like a trash can.
However, if berries were made
available on the regular in Andrew
Commons, my quality of life would
go up drastically. I would lose
weight, build a healthier muscle
mass, stay alert, maintain a higher
level of cognitive function and so
many more benefits all stemming
from the addition of berries to the
Lawrentian diet.

men who commit crimes at roughly
the same rate and sometimes less
than their white counterparts. Our
gender binary system wants us to
believe that our “sex” is natural and
that we must enact certain roles so
that we will behave in predictable
ways. These systems perpetuate
themselves through us believing
that we have control over these
parts of our lives.
Yet through all of this, fat
people live and can often thrive,
white criminals go free despite
horrific crimes and individuals
defy our “natural laws of sex” all
over the world. Do these things
happen because we messed up?
Quite the contrary, these things
happen because we have designed
them to happen in this way. We
have designed a diet industry that
pushes an agenda even through
medicine, we have designed a justice system that targets black and
brown people, we have designed a
system of “sex” and binary gender
that pushes people to the fringes. So when fat people insist that
they can be happy, when black and
brown people go to jail for things
that white people got a warning for
and when gender non-conforming
people break the barriers, they are
not simply out of control. Simply
living is not being out of control
and yet we treat these people like
they lack some sort of willpower.
We want to believe that these
people should just have more control because then we can justify
why they’re oppressed. Because

See page 12

I will tell you of a time not
too long ago in Andrew Commons
where a glitch in the system happened: one day, Jim’s pizza was
scratched entirely and held an ice
cream bar. At this ice cream bar,
special toppings were made available to the diners. One of these
was blueberries. I remember the
square-ish metal bowls filled to the
brim with beautiful, plump little
angelic bluets. My heart sang and I
grabbed a bowl from the soup station in order to claim my fair share
of blueberries. I filled my bowl up
and was happy for the next 15
minutes. In those 15 minutes, I got
up and topped off my blueberry
stash at least three times. I could
practically feel my body turning
blue and my skin beginning to pale
due to sheer amount of antioxidants I consumed in such a short
time. This was one of the best days
in my life. I would love to experience more of these amazing days
and if the only way to achieve this
is to ditch the cinnamon-scented
couscous and the agua fresca, then
so be it. I would rather have berries
any day.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the masthead.
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What’s so great about a bowl?
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The Super Bowl. It is basically a national holiday within the
United States and conveniently
always falls on a Sunday, so you do
not have to ask off work anyways.
It is a time when two teams
of sweaty men run around a field
in shiny tights and throw a pigskin
around and everyone is yelling.
Sounds like something millions of people would tune in to
watch right?
Yeah, me neither. So then we
are left wondering what the big
deal is about this bowl. Why so
many people take time out of their
days to watch two hours of people
yelling and sweating so much is
perhaps one of the Great Unsolved
Mysteries of this universe.
I am not a super athleticallyinclined person, so therefore my
interest in the athletics in both
watching and participating is quite
low. I remember many a night
when growing up, I would fall
asleep on the couch as my parents watched the Packer game and
then be woken up every time they
screamed over a touchdown or
flag. That was basically my only
experience with football until high

school.
Powderpuff, as my best friend
explained to me, was super fun
and had lots of bonding things and
looked good on a resume! (I am not
sure how valid that last claim was,
but alas my naïve high school self
trusted her blindly.) So powderpuff, for those of you who may have
the fortune of not knowing, is the
“girl-version” of football in which
two teams are made and bedecked
with tutus and crazy pink outfits,
and then they attempt to play until
one team gets a touchdown.
If you mistakenly think powderpuff was the experience that
changed my view upon football
forever and converted me into a
fanatical fan of the super bowl,
then you are dead wrong.
Our coaches consisted of chosen members of the football team
at my high school, who probably
volunteered because then they got
to see girls attempt to play football
and also to try and get their numbers. These coaches would start
practice by making us do a few laps
until they felt we were properly
warmed up. Then we proceeded to
sit on the ground for at least fifteen
minutes while they argued over
which play was the easiest one
for us to be able to learn. Finally a

play would be chosen, and orders
would be given to either ‘run that
way’, ‘tackle that girl’, or ‘uhh… you
should go grab us some water.’
The actual powderpuff game,
which was the opener for the homecoming football game, consisted of
about two and a half completed
throws, maybe one touchdown if
the referee was feeling extremely
generous and many illegal tackles. In short, we had absolutely no
idea what we were doing because
no one told us the actual rules of
the game and we were just running around on a field like headless
chickens.
That was my only other experience with football.
So now all I can say about the
Super Bowl is I do not understand
it, I do not like it and I think it
is an enormous waste of money,
time and resources. It displays the
opulence and wasteful tendency
of our country’s economic weakness towards the entertainment
industry.
But I do love the cute kitty
commercials, even if every second
of airtime is roughly 150,00 dollars
spent that could be going towards
solving world hunger or cancer or
helping alleviate the stress of college students.

Should male artists profit off women’s bodies?
Olivia Omura
Staff Writer

______________________________________

My partner is a huge history
nerd. He loves war paraphernalia, airplane parts, funny-looking
hats...you name it, he’s made a bid
on eBay for it. His quirky hobby
has led to some thought-provoking discussions on the morality of
warfare and whether any appreciation of it can be without ethical quagmire. Recently, he began
replicating nose art from WWII-era
aircraft, prompting my thoughts
on whether male artists should be
creating and selling art featuring
women’s bodies.
Nose art refers to paintings
that are done on the nose of an
airplane; typically, they are celebrity pin-up girls, but they can also
be shark mouths or anthropomorphic cartoon rabbits. The pin-ups
appear, as one might expect, in
lingerie (or not), featuring seductive poses. They are the subjects
for art produced in a particular
historical context by soldiers who
found questionable ways to cope
with their mortality. While I believe
there is value in learning about the
history of nose art, the objectification of women who received no
compensation for their part in the
artwork strikes me as a bit problematic.

A similar situation arises when
self-described “body positive” male
artists draw fat women. On the one
hand, seeing larger people in artwork is rare and can be incredibly
validating. Representation! Finally!
At the same time, these men are
literally profiting off the backs
of oppressed people. They make
money selling their art, whereas
those women are still marginalized
by society. It can also be fetishizing;
they often use their status as an
artist to gain access to nude photos
of women for their pieces, which
often have sexual themes. These
men have not actually advanced
the rights of fat people, despite
their admiration of fat bodies.
When my partner started
painting pin-ups, he did it from a
place of aesthetic and historical
appreciation. At his work as an
aircraft mechanic, he hung one of
his paintings on an airplane and
unexpectedly received a huge positive response. Before he knew it,
his co-workers were lining up to
commission his artistic talents.
He found himself making serious
money for doing something he
enjoyed—every artist’s wet dream.
But does the fact that he had
pure intentions overshadow the
effects of his work? Surely not
every man purchasing the art was
interested in the “historical value,”

Battling against the cold
continued from page 5

The team is excited for the
prospects going forward, both this
winter and beyond. Sedall explains,
“This year’s track team is new and
young. We’ve got handfuls of freshmen and sprinkles of transfers and
I have yet to learn this familiarity with them. But I will, because
we may be only three weeks from
indoor conference, but we’ve got

a whole outdoor season ahead of
us. We’ve got things to throw and
miles to run and blocks to burst out
of. (Word on the street is there are
some records in reach.) And soon,
in the spring we’ll do it all together
on the blue track across the river.
You should come watch us. It might
most definitely be special.”
Most of the team has the next

they just wanted to ogle beautiful women. By reducing them to
a suggestive portrait created for
the male gaze, we reinforce the
stereotypes of women as playful
temptresses or naïve, fragile creatures, neither of which does much
to advance the rights of women.
The models who originally posed
for those pin-up photos are likely
dead; there is no way for them to
be compensated when an artist
uses their bodies to make money.
But does anything change
when the models are compensated,
both for the original photoshoot
and for any sales made thereafter? Most pin-ups are thin, white
and conventionally attractive; is
the moral quandary different if the
models are fat or people of color or
LGBTQ+? In other cases, I believe
that the outcome supersedes the
intention, but I can’t say I wouldn’t
be happy to see diverse representation of bodies in art.
Unfortunately, I don’t have the
final word on what our decision
was. Moral grey areas are sometimes just that, and no satisfying
conclusion can be reached. We
acknowledge the oppressive systems while still being complicit in
them because if we do not, someone with fewer scruples will jump
in to take our place.
weekend off. Expect the Vikings
to be back in action on February
16. This will be the last chance for
the team to prepare for the biggest
meet of the indoor season, the conference championships. Look for
the team to turn in even better performances in the weeks to come.

Editor’s Note: In the article “Gender Divisive” by Mara Kissinger that ran in the January 25th issue, quotation marks were mistakenly removed from the terms “opposite sex” and “problems”. For the corrected article,
please visit www.lawrentian.com.

When I die, respect my body
Dan Meyer

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

The last week of freezing temperatures has inspired me to revel
in my own mortality, even more
than the slate of events and homework assignments at Lawrence
usually does. My place of employment—really more of a charitable
use of my time, since I make the
majority of my income off of my
production of co-branded marketing campaigns with Lawrence’s
biggest soap ASMR producers—
kept its doors open during the
Freeze-Ya-Nips-Clean-Off storm
of 2019, so I spent most of last
week pondering various cold-related deaths in pop culture. “When
I inevitably freeze,” I wondered
from my Throne of Privilege in
my well-heated, well-insulated,
middle-class home, “which popculture figure will I resemble most?
Jack Torrance? Han Solo? The many
A-List movie stars who buoyed the
best film of all time, ‘The Day After
Tomorrow?’” Regardless of who
I might resemble when I freeze
to death after attempting to walk
from my heated car to the balmy
heat of a coffee shop—although it
will certainly be Torrance, given
how frequently people remind me
of my resemblance to a serial killer—I am not here to waste your
time comparing myself to famous
people and their famous frozen
deaths. I am only here to ask that
you respect my body when I inevitably submit to the great anti-griddle in the sky.
“Woah,” you might be thinking, “Dan really was playing the
long game in the op-ed section
before taking a dark turn to more
serious topics.” But I am not talking about beautifully-ornamented
open-casket ceremonies or tasteful
cremation practices. I would never
deign to expect the same level of
respect afforded to more influential figures and, quite frankly, better overall people. I only ask that
you all maintain the same level of
respect for me in death that you
had for me when I was still a goober who had yet to shuffle off this
warm, comforting mortal coil. This
leaves several options for general
body-disposal, but I think that the
best route for all of us to take is to
turn my body into a Sno Cone.
For those of you who have
ever tried to use a meat slicer while
the meat was still frozen, this concept will seem right at home. In
theory, this idea is a home run; the
human body is at least 70 percent
water, according to the internet
and one of the adults tasked with
wrangling children in a large brick
building while all of our parents
bitterly earned their wages at middling companies. Water, the primary ingredient in Sno Cones, is
also at least 70 percent water, so
the ingredient composition already
seems like a natural fit. Some of the
flavors may be difficult to obtain
for my post-mortem Sno Cone,
which is why I have been subsisting exclusively on a diet of flavored
syrups over the past few weeks.
With any luck, the tasty flavors will
have been fully absorbed by my
bone marrow by the time “Yup, Still
Shorts and a T-Shirt in Wisconsin”
weather strikes me down.
Of course, this idea cannot
work if it is executed by a bunch
of amateurs. For my body to be
truly respected on a level I afforded
to it in my living days, shoveling
garbage down my gullet as fast as
I could with no care for the gastrointestinal consequences, a team of
professionals will need to turn my

lifeless husk into a Sno Cone with
the proper equipment. Although
the chilly embrace of nature will
preserve my body for a short period of time, I will need to be turned
into a fun summer treat quickly,
lest my Flavor-Savin’ efforts be
tainted by a dog with a full bladder. My body will also refuse any
improvised Sno Cone equipment;
a chisel or a pickaxe simply will
not do. If my body detects that my
human iceberg is being destroyed
for non-culinary ends, my soul will
escape from my brittle remains
and the Sno Cones will lose a valuable component of their flavor. For
best results, I recommend using
a large zester, available at many
websites provided you are willing
to take the risk of being placed on
a government watchlist. With the
same willingness to embrace the
risk of constant surveillance, you
can also find out whether eating
the dead is still considered cannibalism or if it is, in fact, a unique
subset of the cannibalism brand. I
personally have not elected to go
out of my way to search for such a
distinction, but I am positive that
a truly disheartening number of
people know the difference off the
tops of their heads and are willing
to freely share such information
with anyone who will make direct
eye contact with them.
The history of the Sno Cone
is long and rich, dating back to the
early days of the industrial revolution. Back then, people were still
going wild for the idea of ice that
could be enticed to maintain its
solid state and not melt after 15
minutes, so Sno Cones seemed like
a step toward a bright future for all
of humanity. Because it was a food
product made during the industrial
revolution, however, even the earliest variations on the Sno Cone were
composed of anywhere from 15-85
percent human byproducts. Some
regions of the country, according
to my gut and my intuition of Sno
Cone history, relied primarily on
internal organs. Other regions like
New England and the Upper-InnerLower-Eastern-Midwest popularized the use of legs, arms and even
ears in the classic American dish.
These distinctions have maintained
their regional rivalries to this day,
and you can still find their fans
arguing on various online message
boards to this day! (Again, actually seeking out these websites will
probably land you on some kind of
watchlist.)
I know that I am in no position
to expect the best treatment of my
body when I eventually kick the
bucket. But I know that I deserve
more than a toss in the dumpster or reduction to a middlingquality stock for a soup given to
your annoying neighbors. I am not
asking to be tossed in a pot, left
to sous-vide for hours, and served
on the nice dinnerware for an
important dignitary from another
nation. Give me the B-minus treatment I deserve and turn me into a
B-minus dessert dish. When I die,
turn my body into a Sno Cone and
afford me the respect I have rightfully earned.
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Photo Poll

Quinten Giglio
Staff Photographer

What are you plans for Valentine’s Day?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
that appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s Editorial Board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.
—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.

“I think it’s an overrated and
commercialized holiday so I am doing
nothing!” -Grace Stahl

“I’ll be attending the African Heritage
Student Leaders conference.”
-Adjedmaa Ali

“Spend time with my significant other.”
-Juan Ayala

—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“I’ve got a box of chocolates, bundle
of flowers and batch of cards for
someone special.” -Ben Schrag

Eliminated

continued from page 4
team’s senior night. The game
will be against the College of St.

Our Tight Fists
continued from page 10

otherwise, why would these groups
suffer while some of us excel? We

“I am going to volunteer for the
elderly.” -Sabrina Salas
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“I don’t have any specific plans!.”
-Natalie Lamonto

Members of
the Associated
Collegiate
Press
Scholastica. “Scholastica is a team
that has some good skill, but has
been struggling since the break,”
said Koepplinger. “We are looking
to take it to them again on Saturday
night.” With their heads held high,

the Vikings will give a valiant effort
to take these last two games, and
hopefully end the season on the
win for the seniors that are on the
team.

want to believe that we are living in
a meritocracy because those of us
who have privilege want to believe
that we earned it. At the end of the
day, our society could be doing so
much better for marginalized people. But we don’t. And we justify

our lack of help because we delude
ourselves into believing that if they
simply controlled themselves better, they wouldn’t be in that situation in the first place.
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